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Costa Rica and the 
Panama Canal – a journey 
rich in wildlife, history 
and culture

Questions  
and Answers



Are flights included in the price?

Flights are additional and dependant on your gateway. Most people can get to 
Costa Rica and back from Panama for less than $750 in economy from major 
gateways.

How much is the voyage?

The price varies from $4,995 USD to $7,195 USD. Please check our website for 
details.

What currency is used for shopping?

Costa Rica uses Colones. Panama uses the American Dollar. Onboard it’s Euros!

Does the ship have internet onboard or can I use my satellite internet 
onboard?

There is fairly good internet onboard, it’s satellite.

What would your menu be like? I see it listed as Greek but I wonder if that 
would be all that is offered, as I tend like American and I am a fussy eater!

The menu is Greek inspired but will definitely suit an American palate. There is 
everything from Spanokopita to Hamburgers, to fresh fish, chicken and lamb.

Do you have pay extra for the various onshore trips that are being 
described?

All are included for your excursions, including the Zip lines if you want to 
participate. You would just pay for alcohol, laundry and internet onboard.



Make Life  
an Adventure



Costa Rica & the Panama Canal

March 20–31, 2020
Embrace the exotic beauty of coastal Costa Rica and 
Panama. Experience tropical landscapes and seascapes 
by sailboat. Transit the Panama Canal in style!

• See white-faced capuchin and howler monkeys in 
Manuel Antonio National Park

• Visit Drake Bay, the winter home and breeding 
ground for many humpback whales

• Transit the iconic Panama Canal
• Visit the Embera Indians, one of the seven 

indigenous groups living in Panama
• Explore Panama City’s historic old town

• Explore Coiba Island Marine Park, considered one 
of the ten top diving spots in the world

• See exotic Central American wildlife in diverse 
habitats
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